Wildlife Education in India -- 50th Annual Wildlife Week -- October 1-7, 2004
Report of celebration of 50th Wildlife Week 2004 at
Megamix Nature Club, Assam, Debojit Phukan*
Wildlife week for us was started by riding bicycles in a group
campaign for Wildlife Conservation, and studies in two remote
fishing sites – Khojua and Khonamukh. Posters and leaflets were
distributed to the fishermen. Status of river dolphins, turtles, river
sharks, endemic fishes and water birds was explained to them.
Next day was an in-house event in “Megamix Club” conference
hall. Selected students from college and H.S. Schools were trained
on topics of habitat loss, man/animal conflicts and reasons,
environmental safety and wilderness. In addition there was an
exercise explaining wildlife facts by us Zoo Outreach Organisation
wildlife packets and fielding. That afternoon there was a mid-town
press meet as a part of 50th Wildlife Week celebration. Seven
press reporters from eight Assamese dailies assembled with the
invited guests, including 5 activists from “Megamix” as host and
hundreds of citizens.
The third day event a trip to the nesting colony of open-billed
storks (400 nest) located in the village Bamun Goan. Birdwatching,
experiencing various smells, interactions on wildlife, roadside
plantation and mini training were conducted. Harhi College was the
venue for fourth day. A seminar on biological diversity was
arranged and particiapants were including students, educators
and local citizens as well as representatives of “Megamiix” and
Assam Science Society as resource persons.
The biggest river island in the world is “Majuli” (Brahmaputra) in
Assam. Majuli is an important Bird Area (IBCN) and a proposed
World Heritage Site. During Wildlife Week Biomix Nature Club
collaborated with Megamix Nature Club for a day like a election rally
with large crowd, hand made posters, banners, meetings, quizzes
and interactions. Listening much and learning from marked the
festival day. To equip “Biomix Nature Club”, Megamix awarded a
set of wildlife packets produced by Zoo Outreach Organisation.
* Megamix Nature Club, Dhakuakhana, Lakhimpur, Assam
787 055, Email: <phukan54@sancharnet.in>
Wildlife Week Report at Lucknow Zoo, Eva Sharma*
The Lucknow Zoo successfully organized and completed a bear
awareness and educational programme for school children with
the help of the educational material provided by you during Wildlife
Week. In that programme children played a drama, which was
based on bear awareness and a conservation script. At the time of
the programme children were wearing the T-shirt and masks. The
play was very successful and appreciated by the public and
media. Enclosed are photographs of the programme for your
record. * Director, Lucknow Zoological Garden, Lucknow,
Email: <lucknowzoo@yahoo.com>
Wildlife Week report, K.K. Muraleedharan*
Wildlife Week was celebrated on 7 October 2004 at State Museum
and Zoo, Trichur. Thirty five students from V.V.S.H.S., Mannuthy
participated. The programme was inaugurated by Dr. Lalitha,
Principal, Matha Amrithanandha Mayi School, Trichur. Classes on
the various aspects of wild animals, birds and reptiles with a live
demonstration were taken up Dr. P.B. Giridas took classes about
elephants. This was a unique venture in the history of Trichur. The
programme was organized under the auspices of the Animal
Husbandry Department and Zoo Outreach Organization. The
inauguration was done by distributing wildlife kits supplied by ZOO
to all participants. Other schools are also coming forward for such
a programme. As this was the 50th year of the wildlife week, I
would like to organize these types of classes through out this year.
I would like to make the imagination “run wild to save the wild”. My
greatest ambition in life is to become a zoo educator. *Principal
Training Officer, Livestock Management Training Centre,
Mundayad, Kannur 670 597 Kerala

World Wildlife Week Report 2004 Manish Saxena*
The Golden Jubilee celebration of Indian Wildlife Week 2004, was a
grand finale, to reiterate the need of conservation of wildlife. With
the main objective to associate the younger generation in the
wildlife conservation campaign, week-long activities were
designed to have active participation of students in every event
with the help of educational kits procured from Zoo Outreach
Organization, Coimbatore. We lay emphasis on teaching them in a
fun and loving atmosphere about the various endangered and
threatened species in our planet.
IInauguration Programme:- -- Wildlife Week Celebration start on 1st
Oct 2004 with the “Modeling of Wildlife Animal” at the Albert Hall
Museum, Ram Niwas Bagh, Jaipur. The programme started with the
unveiling of special poster on wildlife conservation by Justice R.P.
Saxena, Patron WORLD. The programme was modeling show
organized for the wildlife animals. The students walked in the
costume of various animals like tiger, lion, bear, monkey, etc. during
the show each one was giving message to the masses to get
associate in the conservation drive. Our Project officer Punita
recited the stories on the monkey, tigers. She explained the
students about their basic food habits, behaviours and their
correlation with other animals and forest Punita read out and
explained the Primates Packets and Tiger tool kits material to the
students & small interactive session for the students to encourage
their queries on the conservation of forest and wildlife.
2nd Oct 2004 -- On the second day of wildlife week celebration,
World has organized the group activities for the students of Ryan
international School. Our team under the leadership of our Project
officer Punita Mathur along with volunteers presented a small skit
on “the vital role of Bats on the earth”. Hony Wildlife Warden
Shahid Khan explained the importance of Bats with the help of
material to the students. Student then participated in the activities
like the memory game, counting of Bats, etc. Students enjoyed the
activities and were highly engross and keen to know more about
the conservation of the endangered species. The teaching faculty
was also enthusiastic to be associated with unique learning
programmes for conservation of wild animals.
3rd Oct 2004 -- Third day celebration was the wildlife education
programme for the Cadets of National Cadet Crop of Rajasthan
Battalion. Our Programme Manager, Manoj Singh gave the
educational lecture to the cadets on the “Role of Cadets in the
conservation of Wildlife”. Essay competition was organized for
them.
4th Oct 2004 -- World has organized a painting competition for the
students based on the Kits “Dare to Care for Bears” for the
students. Students were divided in to four groups as per the
category of bears, category wise their habits and habitat were
explained to the students. After that students groups participated in
the “One Minute” game.
5th Oct, 2004 -- On the fifth day of the week, WORLD has
organized large number of programmes.Young students as wild
animals and Adhivasi gave a highly introspective depiction of the
relation among human beings, wild animals and forest. Students
were divided in two groups- senior & junior group for the “Vanya
Jeev Daud” [Wild Animal race]. It was a lovely moment to see wild
animals running on the track , as if the jungle has come down to
the city. Winners were given the certificate of appreciation by
WORLD Organization. Then the time came for the “Jungle
Panchayat”, a meeting of all the wild animals, to present their
current agenda to the human beings. The young children below the
eight years of age participated in it. Each animal presented its
views and current need of conservation not only to the judges but
also to large gathering of students, media person and parents. The
appeal of young students’ touched the hearts of everyone.
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6th Oct, 2004 -- The programme began with plantation by the Eco
Club Members in N.K. Public school. Our volunteers gave a small
skit underlining the importance of plantation for the conservation of
wildlife and large number of endangered species in the earth. On
the spot quiz competition was organized and eco members were
gifted with T-shirts procured by Zoo outreach Organization.
7th Oct, 2004 -- Indian Wildlife Week came to an end with the
workshops on “Role of People Participation in wildlife
conservation” for the Principals, eco teachers and eco Members of
the World Eco Clubs in Jaipur. The participants were given the
education material, camp reports, posters and calendars procured
by Zoo Outreach Organization. .*Director, Wing of Research in
Local Development, 1-GA –12, Jawahar Nagar, Jaipur- 302
004 Rajasthan, E- mail: <world_in@rediffmail.com>
Wildlife Week -2004 Programme Report, G. Manjunath*
Our IA & BWS-Guttur, Adrsha S.P.C.A-Gorantla celebrated Wild Life
Week from 1st October to 7th October 2004 with collaboration of
15 Schools and two junior colleges and one Degree college at
Penukonda, Gorantla and Kalyana Durgam Mandals.
Day one: Seminar on wildlife welfare and wildlife crimes We
organized one seminar on wildlife welfare and wild life crimes.
Sub-inspector of police and Forest officer were the chief Guests.
A brief note about wildlife welfare and wildlife crimes explained by
the MandaI Veterinary Officer, Gorntla and Sub-Inspector of Police.
Mr Ravikumar Forest officer explained the importance of Wildlife
welfare using examples and flow charts. Mr G. Manjunath Special
Police officer of A.P state for Animal Welfare explained the
different types of wildlife trades and wild life butchers using
methods to kill the wild animals and also he explained the
endangered species list with a slide show. He also explained the
student role to stop the wild crimes and help the endangered
species.
Day Two : Essay writing and Elecution Competition. A totally 55
students of high school students and college students participated
in the essay writing and elocution competitions. Mr Basheer Our
Society Educational Officer and other school teachers (our
Kindness clubs co-ordinators) conducted this activity. The
following were the themes for the competitions that was limited to
500 words (both essay writing and elocution competition).
Population growth and wildlife consarvation or Wildlife Trade
productsWhat can do children to stop wildlife Trade? The
participants could choose anyone of the topic. At the end of the
competition the essay were collected by the teachers and also
distributed the prizes to first, second, third for girls and boys totally
six prizes for essay writing winners and six prizes elocution
competition winners
Day Three: Drawing Competition. A total of 35 students of 7
schools participated in the pencil, colours competition. Ms. K.
Kavitha, Society Secretary and the school teachers conducted this
activity. The themes for the competition were - My favorite wild
animals, Different types of wild Life Trade and Animal Planet. The
participants could choose any one of the topic. At the end of the
competition the drawings were collected by the teachers and
distributed prizes.
Day Four: Quiz Competition. As it was the “World Day For Animals”
we organised quiz competition. At the begin of the competition our
Master Trainer Mr G. Manjunath explained about importance of
Animal welfare and role of the students. He also explained the
necessity of the animals and their present, post, future conditions.
The participants age group of 9 to 14 years were grouped into five
teams namely Karuna, Gomatha, Kamadenu, Lion and Parrot with
five members in each team. They had five round of questions all
related to wildlife and welfare. Mr S. Basheer society educational
officer and K. Kavitha society secretary co-ordinate this
competition. the different types of rounds of questions were 10
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multiple choice questions on bear, bat, frogs and animal planet
single question showing the charts on Indian wild animals.
Day Five: Workshop with school and college students
Mr G. Manjunath Master Trainer Animal Welfare Board of India
explained about dare to care for Bears and different types of
bears their identification and their living systems, food systems and
bear trading and also bear tracking. Finally he explained the
students role in to protect wild animals. He also explained about
truth, untruth things of bats. And also trading of bats. He also
explained Tiger importance and types of tiger and living systems
and tiger trading things. He explained all wildlife crimes and
products made from wildlife through slide show with colour
pictures. Finally he explained the Indian Wild life protection Act
1972 with section wise and schedule types animals. He also
explained the role of the students on wild life protection
Day Six: Games. Our educational officer conducted the following
games for school children. How many bears can fill in one T-shirt
Find your raky partner, Dancing Bears with masks, Men x Gun =
Men, Tiger x Gun = Gun, Men x Tiger = Tiger, Wheel chair, Just a
Line
Day Seven: Drama show on Importance of Wild Animals Our
society Secretary Ms K. Kavitha prepared one story on wildlife
welfare and importance. She given training to 15 school children
wearing of wild animal skeleton and playing like those animals.
(lion, bear, monkey, tiger, rabbit) and their feelings, their sufferings
.their enjoyments at jangle. How to get dangers from man this
drama was a good example. And very grate message through to
students mind. Abou 500 students watched the drama.
*International Animal & Birds Welfare Society, Guttur 515
164, Anantapur (Dist.)
Seminar for Saving Tigers, Khalida Sultana*
I feel that the experience in the Van Vihar, Bhopal was very
excited. I enjoyed every moment in the workshop. I acquired better
knowledge by completing “Teachers for Tigers” Training program. I
am really very grateful to all teachers who had given me a lot of
support and kept friendly atmosphere there. I haven’t faced any
type of problem while transferring the knowledge. I will remember
those moments till the end of my life. In these day’s I am trying to
concentrate my work in Govt. Girls Higher Secondary School,
Berkheri, Bhopal and St. Mariya Convent, H.S. School (Private). I
also held the Seminar for the people who really interested for
saving tigers. In that seminar I tried to enable the people to play a
more effective role as a citizen for saving tigers. I also tried to
widen the range of knowledge and understanding of wildlife
system in order to create a critical awareness about tigers.
*Teacher, Govt. Girls H.S. School, Berkheri, Bhopal, M.
A brief note on the programme organized during the
Wildlife Week 2004, S.C. Verma*
Like previous years, a number of programmes were organized
during the Wildlife Week 2004. The Week long celebration was
inaugurated on 2nd of October, 2004 by Sri. Laloo Prasad,
Honorable Minister of Railways, Government of India. The Chief
Guest of the functions was Smt. Rabari Devi, Honorable Chief
Minister of Bihar and Sri. Jagdanand Singh, Honorable Minister of
Environment and Forests, Government of Bihar presided the
functions.
Main programmes during the week included Spot Painting
Competition on Forests and Wildlife among the school children of
different age group. The winners of each group were given prizes
on the concluding day. A special Zoo Education Programme for 100
slum children was organized with the help of a local N.G.O. A
workshop on “Upkeep & care of Bear in Zoo” was organized on
5th of October 2004, in which large number of students and
teachers of Bihar Veterinary College, Patna, participated and after
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a lot of deliberates discussion, the workshop gave various
recommendations on various aspects of Bear care in the zoo.
On the concluding day (08.10.2004) an impressive wildlife march
was organized inside the zoo in which about one thousand
students of 25 schools participated. The education material
supplied by the Zoo Outreach Organisation was very useful in this
wildlife march for creating awareness for wildlife and environment
among the children and other visitors of this zoo. Honorable
Ministers of Environment and Forests, Government of Bihar, gave
away the prizes to the winners of various competitions organized
during the week long celebrations.
*Director, Sanjay Gandhi Biological Park, Patna 800 001,
Bihar, Email: <chimalayas@yahoo.com>
Conservation Education at Sakkarbaugh Zoo, Junagadh
Ramesh D. Katara*
Sakkarbaugh Zoo is a very specialized Zoo mainly focusing on the
fauna of Gir National Park & Sanctuary. Zoo has a long history of
conservation education and it regularly conducts different activities
like Nature Education Camps for School/ colleges, celebration of
special events like Wildlife Week, World Environment Day, Earth
Day etc.
On behalf of Conservation Education Programme, the Zoo carried
out 3 different activities. A Snake Show was organized on 23rd
May 2004 for the students of ‘Adventure Course’ in Rock Climbing
from the State Mountaineering Institute, Junagadh. The State
Mountaineering Institute together with its regular syllabus of
mountaineering deeply concentrates on nature education and
contributes the Zoo in its Conservation Education Programme.
Eighty students from all over Gujarat State from the age group
between 8-13 years participated in the camp and were present
during the snake show. They were made aware of the importance
and role of reptiles in our environment and the need for their
conservation. They also came to know about various misbelieves
related to snakes prevailing in the society.
The students were very excited to see different venomous and
non-venomous snakes and even had a chance to touch these
magnificent and valuable creatures. They were also scientifically
educated by making them explain the first aid techniques for
precaution from snake bite.
Together with this, the student were also exposed to the facts and
issues related to conservation of bears, bats and tigers with the
help of professionally designed attractive education kits on three
themes “Just Bats about Bats”, “Dare to Care for Bears” and “Tiger
Tool Kit” prepared by Zoo Outreach Organization. The students
were provided information on the ecological importance of such
animals from resource person Mr. Punil Gajjar at the Zoo. The kits
provided very informative and a sensible media to educate the
students. The students wore the masks and visited the Zoo
together with their mountaineering instructors. The instructors too
had a very good experience at this occasion.
A similar kind of programme in the form of NEC on 2 successive
days in the forest of Gimar was organized by the Zoo and ‘Kadvi
Bai Virani Kanya Vidhyalaya’ Rajkot 110 students from 8th
standard participated the camps on 3rd and 4th July, 2004.
Resource persons Mr. Rasik Bhatt (Scientist – Medicinal plants), Mr.
Punil Gajjar, Mr. Bhavesh Trivedi (Education Officer – WWF –
Rajkot) and Mr. Rajan Jadhav accompanied the students during this
camp. They were taken through a beautiful treck experiencing the
dry deciduous forests and its faunal- floral diversity. They walked
through lush green forests and reached a place called ‘Bordevi’ of
Dunger South Range, Gimar Forests. During the post lunch session
resource persons discussed various aspects of tigers, bats &
bears i.e. distribution of these animals in the World and Gujarat,
habit and habitat, feeding behavior, status of the species in wild
and captivity, threats, how this species breeds in Zoos etc.
Mr. Rajan explained the students keenly with the help of education
kits giving examples of habitats and the fauna found in the forests

of Gir and Ginar. Education packets were distributed and the
students also filled up the pledge cards. The students pledged to
collect information regarding the amazing but endangered lesserknown fauna and circulate it to their friends, neighbor and parents.
They also pledged to protect the natural habitats of the faunal
diversity existing in the domestic areas of their city. After the
session the students were taken back through a different treck to
reach the destination.
We are thankful to Zoo Outreach Organization, ZOO/ ALERTIS,
USFWS Rhinoceros and Tiger Conservation Fund, Wildlife
Conservation Society (W.C.S.), Chester Zoological Gardens, Bats
Conservation International (BCI), Fauna and Flora International (FFI)
and Riverbanks Zoological Park and Botanical Garden for providing
very attractive and informative education tool kits. It proved to be
very sensible media in educating the school students. Zoo Officer,
Sakkarbaugh Zoo, Junagadh Gujarat
50th “Wildlife Week” at Sakkarbaugh Zoo, Ramesh D.
Katara1* and C.N. Bhuva2*
50th “Wildlife Week” was celebrated during 2nd to 8th October
2004 at Sakkarbaugh Zoo, Junagadh. Various events were
organized with addition of new ideas this year during the “Wildlife
Week”. It was very surprising to receive good number of entries
from educational institutions in spite of routine examinations during
the ‘Wildlife Week’. Some students attended the competitions after
finishing their examinations at respective schools. This shows the
level of interest ‘and awareness of educational institutions
towards wildlife conservation in this region. Students from
Bahauddin Science College, Junagadh voluntarily participated in
organizing all the activities during the week, which was a new
experience for the Zoo.
The “Wildlife Week” 2004 was inaugurated by the Vice Chancellor,
Junagadh Agricultural University on 2nd October 2004 at the
Sakkarbaugh Zoo Campus.
Details of events organized during the “Wildlife Week” 2004 2nd
October 2004 -- A Painting Competition at the Zoo campus was
organized on 2nd October 2004. About 293 participants from 60
schools / colleges participated during this competition. Three
different subjects based on wildlife and conservation was issued
to the participants. Resource persons and teachers from school /
colleges at local level actively took part in management of the event
and successfully organized the event.
3rd October 2004 -- An Elocution Competition was organized at the
Zoo campus on 3rd October 2004. Same procedure was adopted
for selection of participants for the competition. There were 2
divisions mainly i.e. 8th to 11th standard and college students. 31
participants from 26 schools / colleges participated during this
competition. Three subjects based on wildlife and environment
was issued to the participants. Resource persons and teachers
from school / colleges at local level actively took part in
management of the event and successfully organized the event.
4th October 2004 -- Two events were organized on 4th October
2004 i.e. Essay Competition and a Workshop on “photography and
use of binocular in wildlife observation”. There were 2 divisions
mainly i.e. 4th to 7th standard and 8th to 12th standard students.
151 participants from 34 schools participated during this
competition. Two optional subjects to each division based on
wildlife and environment was issued to the participants. Resource
persons and teachers from school / colleges at local level actively
took part in management of the event and successfully organized
the event.
5th October 2004 -- A Quiz Competition was organized on 5th
October 2004 at the Zoo campus. There was only 1 division in this
event i.e. students from 7th to 10th standard participated in the
competition. 1 team having 2 students from each school was
screened at school level. 19 teams took part from various schools
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of this region in the Quiz Competition. The competition was based
on subjects like biodiversity, Sanctuaries and National parks of
India and issues related environment and wildlife conservation. 6
teams were selected from 19 teams after a series of rounds for
main Quiz Competition.
Concurrent activities during the week Information on snakes and its
conservation was disseminated to the visitors and focused target
groups together with live demonstration of different species of
snakes at the Zoo campus during the entire “Wildlife week”. The
students from Science College and Snake Park keepers at the zoo
organized this event very effectively. About 5000 students
together with visitors took part during this event. During the first 2
days of the week, the Zoology students Bahauddin Science
College helped in imparting scientific information regarding wildlife
at the Zoo to the visitors and students from different schools of
this region, which proved very effective.
Closing ceremony of Wildlife Week 2004 was organized on 8th
October 2004 at the Zoo Campus. 28 winners from different
competitions standing at 1st, 2nd & 3rd positions were encouraged
by issuing certificates and exciting prizes during the ceremony. An
exhibition of selected paintings of different participants was also
held during the last day of the week at the zoo campus together
with the closing ceremony.
Acknowledgements -- Sakkarbaugh Zoo management is very much
thankful to the resource persons & teachers from school / colleges
for voluntarily participating in organizing the events throughout the
entire ‘Wildlife Week’ Zoo Officer, Sakkarbaugh Zoo,
Junagadh Gujarat
Wildlife Week Programs at Kota, Rakesh Vyas* This is to
thank you for the wonderful conservation education material
provided by your organization for the Wildlife Week Programs at
Kota. The material was properly distributed after making the
participants aware about the problems faced by the wildlife. The
material has been appreciated by the participants, their teachers
and parents alike. During the week long celebrations this year
painting, essay, fancy dress and quiz competitions were
organized. The students were taken for field trips to Darrah and
Jawaharsagar Sanctuaries. A rural program for the school children
of Udpuria village was also organized. Some of the material is
being used at the Interpretation Centre started at the zoo recently.
*2 P 22, Vigyan nagar, Kota 324 005, Rajasthan, Email:
<lanceroswindmills@yahoo.com>
The 50th Wildlife Week celebrated from 1st to 7th Oct. by
environmental activist group, Satyajit Bayan*
The 50th Wildlife Week celebrated from one to 7th Oct. by
environmental activist group “Green Land” in collaboration with Zoo
Outreach Organisation, Coimbatore. Wildlife is an indespensable
natural heritage to our country so the celebration to wildlife week
enhance people’s awareness about the wildlife. Due to lacking of
awareness & consiousness of people wildlife suffers heavily in
these days. A Quiz programe was conducted by experienced Quiz
Master Manikam Pathak and Paban Das. Total 18 teams of different
schools of Barpeta district had participated in the programe. The
topic to the Quiz competition was wildlife & its conservation. On
3.10.04 a cleaning mission was started in Barpeta town by the
members of G.C. About 60 members participated in the mission.
After that the team went to Barpeta Kirtan Ghar (Vaishnavia
believers) where a legal deer cage was kept, but its condition is
very bad. Because of mishandling by the authority. So the
members of G.C. took part in the cleaning of the cage by proper
scientific way.
On 4.10.04 a discussion about Turtle conservation along with other
Herpetofauna was held at 3.p.m. in the office of the organization.
After the lovely discussion, the guest speakers and participant
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students took part in another discussion where some local people
also participated. After the discussion the herp’s kits were
distributed among the participants.
On 5th & 6th Oct a field trip was conducted by the organization.
The trip was conducted on the river bank of Makhanda river where
several species of Birds & herpetofauna’s were seen. Particularly
some noted species are Bufo species, Rana species, Hyla etc.
along with a flap shell turtle (Lissemys punctata) was seen by the
tracking party. The weight and length of the turtle was recorded. It
is a schedule one species but very common in Bpt town. But the
common people always captured the species for its meats. After
the completion of the tracking camp some herpetofauna
communication game was conducted by the environmental
educator Satyajit Bayan. After the programe the kits which are
supplied by Zoo Coimbatore laborated with participants.
On 7.10.04 the prize distribution ceremony was held in the office
of the G.C. The chief guest was Mr. Mripen Roy, a leading nature
lover & district Museum officer of the Bpt. Dist. of Museum of
Government of Assam. The guest of honour was S. Bayon, Pr.
Greenland, Dr. Ranjit Hazarika, lecturer of Zoology Department
several parents of participants students were also took part in the
presentation programe.
The 50th WL week was a very successful one. The members of
G.C. thanks greatly for their encouragement and collaboration
withZoo Outreach Organization. The G.C. always belief that
conservation of wild life & environment is the only solution to save
human kind, so it is our duty to enhance our awarness programe
activities to the every sphere of the society. So that we can
conserve our environment. Lastly we again thanks to ZooCoimbatore for their help & encouragement. *Green Land-Pres.,
Vill-Madhya Metuakuchi, Opp. 918 No.L.P. School, Dist.
Barpeta 781 301, Assam, <green_wildorg@yahoo.co.in>
Nature education program conducted by Nature Club Surat
Snehal Patel*
Nature Club Surat is doing activities like slide show, snake show,
Photograph display, adventure activities, tree plantation, quiz
competition, etc to aware children of schools. Sunshine preep
school had attended the nature education program conducted by
Nature Club Surat. In this program tortoise, turtles and terrapins
were shown to children, differences between tortoise, turtles and
terrapins were explained to them. Start tortoise and Ganges soft
shell turtle were displayed. Information about bats were also given
to them how they are useful and what is their role in nature was
explained to them, more over a film on bats in which what kind of
habitat bats like, what and how they eat, how many species of bat
are there etc. was shown to them. General information about
different flowers, plants and trees was given to them, they saw
different birds, they learned not to destroy nature and not to harm
creatures. * Nature Club Surat, 81, Sarjan Society,
Athwalines, Surat 395 007, Gujarat

Note from the Editor : We had over 80 institutions who
applied for and got materials for the 50th Wildlife
Week. We are impressed with all the excellent
programmes conducted by these institutions.
However, it is not possible to publish their reports in
full in ZOOS’ PRINT magazine. Therefore we have cut
them cruelly and are sorry for this. The full edition of
the report as well as the very attractive photographs
of kids learning and having a great time has been
uploaded onto our website and can be viewed there in
living colour. All reports and photos are on both
websites : www.zooreach.org and
www.zoosprint.org.
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